
Goal 2: Develop and prioritize Langley's Creative Economy in ways that steward and enhance 
all aspects of its quality of life, and continue to attract businesses and individuals who could 
locate anywhere. 

 
Arts, Culture, and Education 
 
Langley is the arts and education center for South Whidbey -- the home of the only regularly 
scheduled entertainment, the most musical and theatrical performances, the most art 
galleries, seven or eight annual festivals/ events, the South Whidbey Historical Society 
Museum, numerous adult-education offerings, a library, and the Island County Fairgrounds. 
The creative atmosphere here has produced a village that builds on its natural beauty by 
the sea with colorful buildings, gardens, parks, and outdoor art. These activities form an 
important direct part of Langley's economy and enhance the rest of the economy through their 
positive contribution to the community's quality of life and by attracting visitors. 

 
Langley's experience in this regard is supported by research elsewhere. According to a special 
report on the role of the arts in economic development produced by the National Governors’ 
Association Center for Best Practices, arts programs are a vital part of any economic 
development plan to revitalize and strengthen rural communities. A focus on the arts 
provides a community with an identity, improves property values, increases the profitability of 
surrounding businesses, helps develop tourism, and makes communities more attractive to New 
Economy businesses whose workers enjoy participating in these activities. According to their 
research, the biggest factor in making decisions for the location of a knowledge-based New 
Economy business is quality of life, consisting of "lifestyle,  environmental  quality,  a  vibrant  
music  and  arts  scene  [italics  ours],  and outdoor amenities." 

 
The arts account for over 6% of our annual County economic impact, as measured nationally 
by Americans for the Arts. The Statewide Creative Vitality Index goes further to show South 
Whidbey zip codes generating more than $20Million of combined economic impact between 
creative industries and cultural nonprofits. However, this is trending downward on the business 
growth side, and upward in non-profit development. Businesses are widely accepted as having 
a triple effect of growth – they employ people; they generate business taxes; and, they buy 
local goods and services. Creative enterprises also add three more ‘values’ – enhancing quality 
of life; creating cultural tourism; and, broadening education and learning. Supporting the 
creative economy is good business for Langley.  
 
Many creative enterprises operate without a formal business structure, therefore they are not 
represented in these economic indices. However, we know they exist and could benefit from 
structured support to take the next steps in developing as a business. Growing creative 
enterprises, while continuing strong support for our healthy non-profits, will add significant 
financial impact to our community and add to our desirable quality of life. 

 
In 2014 Langley City Administration  took the initiative to build  and strengthen  its existing 
legacy  by approving Ordinance 998 establishing the  Langley Arts Commission as an advisory 
board consisting of seven community members. The Langley Arts Commission advises the 
Mayor, City Council and City Staff regarding the city’s public arts program and 



implementation of the city’s one percent for the arts policy for capital projects. The 
commission also advises regarding the planning, design, solicitation and selection of artists and 
public art installations for the city, suggesting ways to promote the arts in Langley, develop 
partnerships between the city and other arts organizations, and supports the facilitation and 
management of arts related events and education.  
 
The Langley Arts Commission will create protocol and strive to provide the ways and means to 
support projects that enhance and elevate the Arts and Arts-in-Education initiatives in our 
community. 
 
The Langley Arts Commission following its mission and vision has developed public art 
planning that includs polcies that will: 
 

• Enrich our communityby contributing to a desirable quality of life that creates a 
sucsessful and attractive place to live. 

 
• Creates jobs and produces tax revenue, stimulates bussiness activity, and attracts 

tourisim. 
 

• Engages citenzens in the arts and showcases local and regional talent. 
 

• Provides opportunities for public discussion and audience development that centers on 
culture heritage reflecting who we are and what is important to our society. 

 
• Through arts education at every level of life, foster imagination, innovation and critical 

thinking. 
 

	  
 


